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 I'm desperate for some help. Have tried loads of things. I can get everything running except the mouse. A: Try this driver: I
installed it with ndiswrapper, and it works flawlessly. Note that this is ndiswrapper. You cannot install the drivers into the
Windows system as they are very old, and might be incompatible with Windows 7 and 8. Only you can risk. Can I use an

Unopened Zip or a New Hard Case? I have a package of zip or hard bags, and am trying to use them for my 2000. I have a few
people who have told me they like the look of the 2000 sealed up in the bags so I was hoping to see if anyone knows if it is

possible to use the zip or hard case as a stress bag for the gun. I have attached a pic of what it looks like. Thanks! Re: Can I use
an Unopened Zip or a New Hard Case? For.22 rimfire I have never liked nor used any type of container for a stress-bag. I

always use a soft rag or pack of thick toilet paper or a dirty towel. In.22 and.38 I have used a zipper case without problem. For
a.357 magnum, I use a soft bag such as a dirty towel or rag, but a hard plastic zippered case will work. I just have never liked
how the.22's seem to be vaporised, as if they're in a kiddie pool. If you could put them in some sort of liquid base, maybe like

vodka or rubbing alcohol or even something like nail polish remover, that might help. Something like nail polish remover might
be the way to go if you really want to preserve the guns - but I'd use a little less than what you would need for a nail polish

removal job, since you'll probably want to shoot it at some point. I don't know if you're talking about the new ones, or the old
ones, but for.22 they seem to take off an awful lot of the "pistol" look. If you want the appearance of a 1911, I've seen people

pack their guns in a soft-padded 82157476af
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